YOUR ACCENT IS PART OF YOUR STORY
EMBRACE IT!
EVERYONE IS WELCOME AT IMPERIAL
Imperial College services are here for YOU

Still confused or looking for something else? Check out “A Student’s Guide to Imperial” for more information on available support!

Disability Advisory Service
Careers Service
Counselling and mental health support
Centre for Academic English

Scan or click the QR code
Do you feel like the gender ratio sometimes gets too much?

Speak up!

You earned your place, now ROCK your degree!

Own your place in STEMM

Read about #Women in STEM & Imposter Syndrome
“Now I can see that I worked hard to get here, so I would say that maybe...

I do deserve to be here!”

- Ella, Physics
microAGGRESSIONS

Some **words** can be **suffocating** to a **friend**

- You are so exotic
- Interesting lifestyle choice
- You are so articulate for a... person
- I have several... friends
- Bias does not exist
- You don't look like...
- Where are you really from?
- Why are you so?
- Women in STEM?
- You are fasting?!
The amount of information I am getting is overwhelming...

I am not sure which College services to turn to for support.

I feel like I don’t belong and sometimes it just gets a bit too much.

What are the Constituent Unions?

Make the most of your time at Imperial!

Find answers in ‘A Student’s Guide to Imperial’

made by students, for students

Download the handbook now
Have you got all the bookmarks yet? Check out the SIDUS website!